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Whether it’s your first baby or your fourth, you belly is bulging and before you know it life will 

forever be changed (say hello to the 2 a.m. wake-up calls). If you’re considering taking 

a babymoon (aka your last relaxing, romantic vaca before baby arrives), but don’t want to travel 

a long distance, we’ve rounded up nine babymoon-worthy destinations all within an easy drive 

from Seattle. Scroll down to see them all. 
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Semiahmoo Resort 

Blaine is a town you might have driven past on your way to Canada, but this is one place 

worth stopping for a babymoon. Cozied up on the Semiahmoo Spit (think of a long 

stretch of beach that separates Semiahmoo Bay and Drayton Harbor), Semiahmoo Resort 

is a world of its own. Relax waterside as you stroll down the beach exploring tide pools 

and resident wildlife or start your morning off with sunrise yoga and end with a tranquil 

bonfire by the beach. 

Be sure to visit the Spa at Semiahmoo and take in a relaxing spa treatment. We suggest 

the Mother-to-Be massage or the Togetherness massage, both are a perfect way to 

relieve any pre-parenting aches. Or unwind with a cooking class. Learn how to prepare a 

gourmet meal with a variety of themed cooking classes - the perfect jumping off point for 

when you start preparing baby meals at home (or a fond memory when preparing yet 

another week-long mac and cheese binge for a picky toddler). 

 

Semiahmoo takes pride in being a pet-friendly hotel, so if you have fur babies at home 

(who also might benefit from a relaxing vacation before baby arrives) bring them along! 

Enjoy Yappy Hour (offered during the spring and summer) with your four-legged friend 

along with pet-friendly dining on the outdoor terrace. 

Semiahmoo Resort 

9565 Semiahmoo Pkwy. 

Blaine, Wa 98230 

360-318-2000 

Online: semiahmoo.com 

 

http://www.semiahmoo.com/spa.php
http://www.semiahmoo.com/

